2009 THEATRE UAB FESTIVAL OF TEN-MINUTE PLAYS

FESTIVAL PRODUCER
Lee Shackleford

PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER
Jereme Lewis

COSTUME COORDINATOR
Kendra Peine

LIGHTING DESIGN
Sarah Jordan

AUDIO DESIGN
Kelly Allison

PROPERTY MASTER
Ashley Lawler

POSTER DESIGN by Lee Shackleford
ADORA
Written by Brett Blaylock
Directed by Mel Christian
ADORA Cristal Laraé
JARRETT Noah Holcomb
DELANEY Megan King
Stage Manager: Olivia Standridge

GRATEFULLY CHALLENGED
Written by Kirsten Casella
Directed by Lee Shackleford
CONSULTANT Catie Cole
MARK Alex Zeedar
“BOYS” Zack Steele, Michael Miller
MS. ADAMS Whitney Rooks
CHRIS Peter Krothapali
EMILY Hannah Alibrahim
Stage Manager: Jereme Lewis

DARCIE
Written by Taylor Campbell
Directed by Mel Christian
PHILLIP Brenton Bellomy
DARCIE Trista Baker
Stage Manager: Brittney Williams

THAT SETTLES THAT
Written by Jordan Bohl
Directed by Jack Cannon
JOHN Alex LaFosta
JANE Asha Holden
COUNSELOR Tori Ward
Stage Manager: Kirstie Crumly

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GRANDMA (AND OTHER TRAGEDIES)
Written by Trista Baker, Sarah Hereford, Alex LaFosta, Michelle Lott, and Lee Shackleford
Directed by Sarah Hereford
CAST Brittney Williams
Tyler Henderson
Bradley Foster
Haley Zuckerman
Caroline Langdon
Stage Manager: Cristal Laraé

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE
Written by Cristal Laraé
Directed by Lee Shackleford
JUSTIN Zack Steele
LAUREN Whitney Cox
Stage Manager: Ashley Reiners

THE ROMANTIC ADVENTURES OF HARRISON JONES
Written by Krystal Hsu
Directed by Lauren Bowling
HARRISON JONES Jerome Lewis
JOHN Ethan Feigel
LISA Nadia Perry
VERONICA Kat Burcham
JEANETTE Catie Cole
Stage Manager: Xavier Moore

BAG BOY
Written by Daniel Martin
Directed by Brenton Bellomy
HELEN Jasmaine McCorvey
POLLY Kirstie Crumly
GREGORY Shaun Matthews
Stage Manager: Cody Moore

Intermission: fifteen minutes